Perlis State Art Gallery is HRH Tuanku Syed Faizuddin Putra Jamalulaili initiative in realising a painting gallery in Perlis, Simpang Empat Branch Library. Simpang Empat Perlis, with an area of 2,153 sq. ft, has been selected as the gallery. The gallery was opened to the public on March 24, 2014 and officially launched on 16 May 2014 by HRH Raja Muda Perlis. Prior to the launch several paintings and photography exhibitions were held since 2012 at several venues.

The gallery were envisioned as:
- To provide a hub for painting collection in Perlis.
- To strengthen international relations through exhibitions.
- To create awareness to the life and culture of Perlis.
- A home for local artists to exhibit and their association.

Types of paintings exhibited at the gallery are:
- Paintings contributed by City Art Gallery.
- 1Malaysia Contemporary Art Painting (IMCAT).
- Thai Painting Exhibition.
- 40 Years of Malaysia - China Relations Art Exhibition.
- 100 Photography Art Painting “Perlis Permai Lagi Memersona”.
- ARAU I Exhibition.

Several art-related activities such as workshops were also conducted by Persatuan Pelukis Negeri Perlis at the gallery.
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